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ABSTRACT

This document represents the consensus of members of the ad hoc Committee on
Isotope Geochemistry in the US Department of Energy; the committee is composed of
researchers in Isotope geochemistry from seven of the national laboratories. Information
Included in this document was presented at workshops at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
(April 1989) and at Los Alamos National Laboratory (August 1989). Delegates to the
Committee in 1989 were Dr. David R. Cole (Oak Ridge National Laboratory). Dr. David B.
Curtis (Los Alamos National Laboratory),Dr. DonaldJ. @paolo (~n;verslty of Callfomla!
Berkeley), Dr. Terry M. Gerlach (Sandta National Laboratories), Dr. J. C. Laul (Pacilic
!dorthwest Laboratory), Dr. Henry Shaw (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory).
Dr. Brian M. Smith (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory), and Dr. Neil C. Sturchio (Arg~nne
National Laboratory).

1. Introduction

In his remarks of June 27.1989. Secretary of Energy James D. Watkins redefined the priorities
of the Department of Energy to “reflect environment. safety, and health as more heavily weighted
than production.”” He further renlarked, “1have...been surprised to learn that the Department relies on
insufficient scientific information in making its decisions and in developing public policy. In this reg: 1.
we are instituting mee.sures that will greatly increase the roles of state agencies. the Environmental
Protection Agency. the National Academy of Sciences, and our own national laboratories play “
DOE decision-making. Our goal is to provide a greater influence on the quality of the scientific uata
we employ in making decisions which affect public health. safety, and the environment.”’

Many of the emerging environmental concerns that require oversight and regulatio’l by the
Department of Energy (DOE)have no precedent. The lack of scientific information to amress these
concerns reflects (1) a history of inadequate support for DOE laboratory facllitlt:s ... . ‘: ?n abscr~-



of focus on those issues {hat are most Important to the DOE. This reporf provides arguments in support
of these two points: it also recommends that the DOE provide the resources to support research and
development In isotope gc ‘chemistry for the specific purpose of gathering Information applicable to
the needs of the Depar[men! and the concerns of the global community. Many of (hew Informational
needs require a broader understanding of nfitural processes ,Iild [he l?ffects of these proces ,es 01I
anth ropoge nic materials. Our currerrt lack of suctj Jndersla “lollI- i~ evlde nt i~ fIl. -fl)n!.lmi nalio n of
DOE tactilities. Another concern I: “ur inc.rea:., ‘g ‘U Cince oi I ;: ltior~;l!~.t. w II~~•in w;c,slon making.
Widely publicized examples incl:ide [’e Ior J ~• stability of nuclear w;isfe In gwlog L repositories.
the climatic wns~quenc tis :‘ .ma(lons l!-,awnosLnerlc trace gas abundances, and the search fn’
Incr: <ir!f!IVSC.3rce fl,l! Jra! rt?sources, l’~tilr?y of our theoretical nlode is zre based upon assumption:
t- ‘: hd~.fl: s , O=etI ~djl~a[e~, AI best, !he consequences of decisio ”ls based upon invalid mocftils are
w~lstt?dresources.

In general tern.. the natural pracesse: that are relevant to energy rclnfed issues can De descr!bed
a: ~1\ th~ movement of mass iii the hydrosphere or atrtiosphere and (2) the chr?mical and physical
inter actions between co=xlsttng phases—or energy sources and sinks. For exarrple. much of our
understanding of how water :;loves in th~ Iithosphere stems from an interest in water as a resource
for drink!’lg arc: agric~i!ure. However, we now urgertly need to understand how waier functions as a
medium for transpor!lng contaminants of human or gin. ‘Uhetypes of information required for these two
purposes are disparate, as illustrated bj sevcra] examples.

● In studies of groundwater flow. water-bearing rocks are characterized as homogeneous
media, and flow through the rocks ISdescribeo’ in terms of averaged parameters. The
validity of such assumptions can be verified by hydraulic tests. In contrast, to
understand how waler functions as a trarsport medium requires ihat we understand
how fluid flows in heterogeneous. fractured, or unsaturated rocks—processes that
cannot be characterized by average hydraulic p.~rameters. It is the extremes of the flow
proper:les that concern us: When and where wil’ a contaminar?t first be introduced Into
:!le human environment? How long will it persist at a particular location? What are the
~ncertainties of these predictions? Reliable answers to these questions can only come
from an understanding of the spatial and temporal variability of !?e hydraulic properties
through the rock mass. Traditional models of fluid flow and tests of their validity are
not appropriate [o our current needs. New models are being developed, and the
subsequent development of methods to test their validity is a cri!ical componer]t of
modern hydrologic research.

● ~nthe past. research on water/rock Interaction was principally motivated by water
quahty issues. Typically, the basis for our studies was reversible thermodynamics ana
equilibrium between the aq~eous phase and the minerals that cornpo~e the host rock.
C~-wnt interest in water:rock interactions revolves around water pollution and water as
a :~ansport medium for dissulved and entrained contaminants. Our new information
r~qu~remen[s are quite different from those of the past, and the nature and variety of
mlgrat[ng materials complicate :he problem. We have recently become concerned with
;rganics. multivalent elements. trace solutes, coiloids, and a variety of constituents
‘at were of little interest in the recent past. Our current knowledge of the parameters
antr~llin”g concentrations of such groundwater contaminants is based largely upon
:moratory experiments. The validity of extrapolations from the laboratory to natural
s ;stems depends upcn our ability to demonstrate a consistency between results from
:nese two.

An exampls ~f emerging environmental problems is the increased concentration of trace gases in the
s’-csphers zrd the imofcations of these changes in the terrestrial climate. To assess the 1,~,manroles in



g!obal clm!nte W ..nge. we JS[ ‘:’:’ dettrmlne 1:.2fl’.d~fll!LJd~: and ra[eS Of P:irur. //changes in the PaSt.
An understar d]ng c !hc na:uml gloaal cycles of [he ~rncegz !.s ISa funciamenlai component In our effort

( .[ical to the DOE”S

.1 f:~ld s[udl~s of ancient c~r” sys!erms JS repre se~l[ed In t!i~ rock record, and

~J, aev~ :op:n~nl c’ :rcd:! :e “ .odels that savsfv both the physicai and chemical laws
:Ind the obseri. .:’ cnal I;cord.

T: ~ I ir~’ gsps In cur k.’’owlecge o- [tie fundamental mat~rial properties and the behavior
oi ~~u-~’ ,~: ,a,s u- der 1!1: \ as: range of c~nc!ltlons preseo[ in 11-eearth. Earlh processes are too
‘“v?p”~dled :0 be Zporoached 3C~’.’ from first prlflciples and theo e(ical calculctlons. and ttiusL.
obsewa! ; !1r .?.::VC-~?lly“een O!Jr tieh!c!t?for better understanding.

ISOIGPICmeasuremc !-!s ar’, among [he most powerful observational techniques available. They
prowae absolute time scaies Ind specific tracers for most earth processes. The tracers can be either
man-made or natural: they are sufficient In number to allow study of a wide range of processes with time
scales that vary from seconds to billions of years. Many isotopic studies are legendary: for example. the
use of lead Isotopes to determine the age of ?heear!h and the use Gf ~4Cio stud the history of man.

The na!lo::al Ieboralories contain a broad science and tecl’nology base and have the potential 10
a powerful iorcti !n multldisc[plinary earth science research. T:-e DOE Iaboratones currently support

~.~rso-l!NI .ll:d faci I IIes tIlat, properly focused and owranlzed. CaI-lconstitute the most powerfu I and

ciwerse isotope geochemistry capabj~:y in tne world. ‘I.;a:ly of these resources are unmatched in
lns[ru’neniation and supper t 11>’restructure by anything available in acaoemia. private irestitutions.
‘) olher go~~emmentagencies. Brief descriptions of some of these tactilities are presented in Sec. IllL
of [his doctime :. Thes capabllltltis are generally supported by resources from tfle traditional DOE
nil:.;lon~—nuclea: weapons, nuclear energy production. and nuclear research. The DOE can capitake
~n ttlest? unlo:]e and expert capablllhes by redirecting the sfforts of exist:ng facilities and manpower.
rlirln~ acalttona! s[aft. supporting collaboration w[!II non-DOE scientists. encouraging a creative working
e-~:ronmen[. arc! focusing researc’l or the most compelling problems. The result will be scientific
,,-f~rmatlon IC j~sist the DOE in mak.lng decislcns. establishing policy. and determining priorities in
ea~?fisc:ence based Issues.

T’lE DOE resource in isotope geocherntstry should be used to conduct camprehenslve multi-l otopic
stud [es oi naiu ral processes and to develop observational models of these prc cesses. Such Studle.c
would ~rowde :!le DOE with an info rma(lon base to support practical decisions and sound POIicy
judgments on technical issues. New techniques for improving the prec,slon and sensitlvi!v C; isa[~plc
measurements should be developed to fuIfill the emerging needs of the DOE. Such acliw: Ies ars
:y~ cally !OOexpensive for academic institutions and are Gotprofitable for private industr.. The Natio ---
Labora!ones are the logical place for such new techr-ologies to be developed. It is unlik~ly that fect~ra,
f~,riding agencfes can support the development of expensive new iso!oc: meas:. ren?en: izclllties w
continue to establish appropriate laboratories for Individual irwestigabrs at UC:.srsities. bowever. e~:siing
DOE Isotope geochemistry laboratories could serve as natio~al resc’Jrces “;: :esearc’- ~ld sdljcation
through the creation of a few well-equipped and well-staffed Nationa~ Ce!n~:;rsfor lsG”ow Geochemistry
i~at viould sewe both academ ICand national Ia~o~c~torvcommunities.



Il. Summaryof IsotopeFacilitiesin the NationalLaboratoriesand 10-yrProjectionsof Their Needs

The table below shows a 10-yr projection for capildl and sfafflng needs of the National Laborah’, ,es’
isotope programs: this summary is based on Information from the lndi’~ldual laboratory plans th :: Iollow In
Sec. Ill. Capital requirements for Instrumentatlor and sample preparation facilities inclurio ftiilds for new
equipment as well as re~iacemer-lt costs for ex~shngins[rumenk-calculated at a rale 01 10“.
per year. Capita! needs are shown as totals for the next 10 y’r ~Coltimn 1) and as average yearly needs
(Column 2). Staffing totais are given for FYI 990 (C~luni/1 3) and for fully staffed laboratories in FY2000
(Column 4i,

To redirect efforts of the existing isot,>pe facilities at the seven National Laboratories to the most
critical DOE missions. iI will be necessary to Increase existing DOE funding for staffing by nearly a factor
of 2 to a level near 13 $fvl”yr In the year 2000. Additional capital funding of 3.27 $!vl/yr will be required for
new instrumentation and replacemorlt o! existing hardware.

Capital and Staffing Costs Summary

Capital ($M) StaffingCosts ($N1/yr)— —
National Laboratory 10 yr 1 yr 1990 2000

Argonne National Laboratory 2.8 0.28 0.80 2.05

Lawrence Berkeley LaboratoryUCB 4.0 0.40 U.55 2.05

...-:jrcnce i:~ermore Laboratory 5.4 0.54 2.00 2.25

Los Alamos National Laboratoiya 10.0 1.00 3.00 3.00

oak RIcge National Laboratory 6.5 2.65 0.40 2.00

Paclflc Northwest Laboratories 3.5 0.35 0.40 1.00

Sand,a Natlona! Laboratories 0.5 0.05 0.20 0.60

Totals 32.7 3.27 7.35 12.95

aL~~~lanlosand Live.noreC.OSfSreflectprojectionsof Iillle or no growthin the next decade.prelectionsfor thesetwo
Iahoratonesemphas[zeshiftsofsupportwithinti)eDOEasthefacilitiesshiftfromthemissionsofoneDOEofficeto another,



Ill. Current and Projected Sk :fing,Programs,and Instrumentationfcr Isotope Facilitiesof the
National Laboratories

The following pages cor ~in LI~SCrIplIOrISot current sclt:’ttlfic programs and staffing levels at
parilclp~tlng Isotope faclll[le~ ~f tl.- Nallc-lai L<:botatorles. c;; ’”ren! Instrumentation at these fac~!:!es.
and 10-yr projections of the n??np:wer and tcapltal needs fo? ;Ile s,+ven Iabcratorles, The largest l:jOtOpe
prugralns, at Lawrence L1/ern-~re and Los Alamos National Label ~:[orles, derive the majority of their
current funding from {he US DCJEGffice of Defense Programs. Without a shirt of support within the
DOE, the unlqut? capabilities a: !hese Iaboratones are thr,~atened by cuts in defense spendir?g. The
other Laboratories are current!! supporled mostly from [he US DOE CYficeof Basic Energy Sciences.
Redirection and growth of the scientific efforts In these groups will depend on new funding from the DOE.



A. Argonne National Laboratory

Principalareas of investigation

● Atmospheric methane— isotopic composition of atmospheric methane.
major natural and anthropogenic sources, global variation with time

● Active geothermalsystems— sources of hydrothermal fluids and dissolved
components. rales and mechanisms o?hydrothermal reactions and so!ute transport.
Ionge\’ity of active geothermal systems. relations [o large-scale tectonomagmatic and
climahc processes

e Hydrocarbonmetamorphism— IsotopIc structure of kerogens, thermal and chemica!
effects of magmas on hydrocarbons In sedimentary basins

● Environmentalactinide chemistry— speciation and behavior of natural and
antt?ropogenic actinides in surface waters and shallow groundwaters. role of colloids

Current staffing — Argonne National Laboratory employs 4 FTEs performing basic research in isotope
geochemistry: they are all currently supported from DOE funding sources.

Anticipated FTE requirements— Program growth over the next decade will require 5 additional FTEs
($200 K;yrjFTE) and 5 postdocs ($50Wyripostdoc). Total funding requirement for full staffing (9 FTEs,
5 postdocs) will be $2.05M/yr in FYI 990 dollars.

Staffing for Argonne National Laboratory

Additional Total Anticipated Cost per Total Cost
Current Needed FY2000 Individual (K$) (FY1990 $)

FTEs 4 5 9 200 1800K$
Postdocs 5 5 50 250K$

Total 2.05M$
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Argonne NationalLaboratory Equipment

Current PrincipalUses

Thermal ionization mass spectrometers (2) Nuclear fuel related work. geoscience programs

Gas source mass spectrometers {2) Isotope ratio measurements on C02 produced
from atmospheric methane and geologic
samples

Alpha-beta-gamma spectrometers Geoscience (uranium-series studies).
environmental studies. r:~diobiology

Accelerator mass spectrometry facility Heavy ion ph}’!;Ics, AICa analysis of rocks

and bone

Sputtered-atom resonance ionization Trace surface analysis: used as isotope
mass specfrometry (SARISA) facility microprobe for meteorite sIudies

ion microprobe High-level nuclear waste programs

Needed by FY2000 Projected Use Cost (M$)

Thermal ionization mass spectrometer Li!hium. boron. strontium. 0.40
lead. uranium, ihorium isotopes

Noble gas mass spectrometer Noble gas isotopes 0.25

Gas source mass spectrometer Carbon. oxygen. hydrogen 0.25
isotopes

Gamma spectrometers Instrument neutron activation 0.10
analyses. uramum. thorium
isotopes

Renovated laboratory space and Geoscience programs 0.50
sample preparation facilities

Total 1.50



B. BerkeleyCenterfor IsotopeGeochemistry,LawrenceBerkeleyLaboratory,and{UniversityofCalifornia

Principalareas of investigation

● Global climate change — Isotopic record of surface temperature changes as
recorded In layered Ier; estrial and marine deposits

● Isotope hydrogeotogy-– regional groundwater flow regimes. modeling of solute
transport with emphasis on mtxed wastes

● Geochemicalcvc!esofC02— geological scurces and sinks of C02with emphasis on
roles ot weaherlng and rock alteration on global warmgng

● Active geothermalsystems— patterns of hydrothermal fluid flow and implications for
exploration and development. identification of natural hydrothermal laboratories.
definition of fossil hydrothermal alteration

● Fluids in sedimentarybasins— circulation pathways, role of fluids In secondary
permeability. cementation. diagenesis; significance of convective heat flow and
Implications for basin modeling

● Isotopic correlations— correlation and provenance of rock masses from outcrop to
continent scale. implications for hydrocarbons and minerals

● Continentalscientificdrilling - isotopic studies of samples from Continental Scientific
Drilling Program holes at Long L’alley. Vanes Caldera, Creede, Katmai, etc.

Current staffing — The Berkeley Center for Isotope Geochemistry presently employs 1.25 FTEs,
2.5 support staff. and 13.5postdocs in basic research In Iso!ope geochemistry.

Anticipated FTE requirements— Program growth for the next decade will require 4.75 additional
FTEs ($200K/yr.’FTE), 2.5 postdocs ($50K/yr.’postdoc), 3.5 support staff ($1OOK/yr/staff), and 4 students
($25K yr’student). Total funding for full staffing (6 FTEs. 3 postdocs, 6 staff, 4 students) will he $2.05 M!yr
in FYI !290dollars.

Staffing for BerkeleyCenter for Isotope Geochemistry,Lawrence BerkeleyLaboratory,
and Universityof California

I Additional Total Anticipated Cost per Total Cost
I Current Needed FY2000 Individual (K$) (FY1990 $)

FTEs 1.25 4.75 6 20’3 1,2M$

Postdocs .5 2.5 3 5’3 150K$

Staff 2.5 3.5 6 10“3 600K$
Students 4 4 25 10OK$

Total 2.05M$

,-.



BerkeleyCenter for Isotope Geochemistry,Lawrence BerkeleyLaboratory,
and Universityof CaliforniaEquipment

Current PrincipalUses

Thermal Ionlzallon mass specfromelers Geoscience programs: rapid. precise
12at UCBi Isotope ratios (neodymium. stroniium. lead.

calcium)

Gas source mass spectrometer (LBL) Geoscience programs: rapid. precise stable isotope
ratios (carbon. nitrogen. oxygen. sulfur, hydrogen)

Instrumental Neutron Activahon Faclhly Enwrorimen[al studies, trace elements

Need by FY2000 ProjectedUse Cost (M$)

Thermal Ionization mass spectrometer Uramum. thGrium isotopes 0.40
Noble gas mass spectrometer Rare gas isotopes in rocks 0.25

Gas source mass spectrometer Large samples. waters o~5

Gamma spectrometer Neutron actwation 0.10

Sample preparation facilities Waters. carbonates. etc. o,~o

Inducli~’ely coupled pldsma mass Geochemistry. trace elements.
spectrometer with laser ablation lead-isotopes 0.50

Total 1.80



C. Lawrence LivermoreNational Laboratory

Principalareas of investigation

● Global climatechange — trar,sfer functions of cosmogonic nuclldes to polar ice
sheets

● Radionuclidemigration— m[gra!lon rates in saturated and unsaturated zones using
tritium, 36CI. 1~”~1.and o?her tracers: contaminant plume definition: mixing of surface
waters: [race element partitioning in fluid rock systems

● Isotopic Geochronology— ages of wate~s. rocks. and mirlerals: exposure ages of
young geologlc surfaces: mantle-crust evo ution

● Material properties— oxygen isotope partitioning: oxygen diffusion rates; reaction
progress: dissolution ’reaction rates

● Verificationapplications

Current staffing— Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory currently has-l OFTEs performing
basic and applied research In isotope geochemistry: they are supported by DOE waste management,
classified weapors, and \ edification program funds.

Anticipated FTE requirements— To redirect the scientific effort of the 10 FTEs ($200 K/yr/FTE) and
the addition of 5 pcstdocs ($50 K/postdoc). Total funding requirements for full staffing (20 FTEs,
5 postdocs} will be $2.25M~yr in FY1990 dollars.

Staffing for Lawrence LivermoreNational Laboratory

Additional Total Anticipated Cost per Total Cost
Current Needed FY2000 Individual (K$) (FY1990 $)

FTEs 10 10 200 2M$

P(Jstdocs 5 5 50 250K$

Total 2.25M$

. ..



r —— —
Lawr~nceLivermoreNational Laboratory Equipment

Cuwent Principal Uses

CenIer for Accelerator Mass
Spectrometry (AMS)

Noole gas ,mass spectrometers (4)

[on microprobe facility (Cameca 3F)

lnductwely coupled plasma mass
spectrometers (ICPMS) (2)

Thermal ionization mass
spectrometers (3)

Needed by FY2000

Measurements cf cosmogonic ,nuc!ldes for
ground~va?crdating, radionucl~de mlgra!ion
suddce wa!er mixing, biology programs).
verification studies

Dating groundw’~tersyoung ~lJdac~s, COn[amlnant
plume deflnitior: ‘migration. mantle degassing. test
program

/n-situ trace element and Isotopic analyses

Rapid trace ele,merNarid isotopic
analyses, fluid chemistry. rhenium-osmium
measurements, verification

Test program work and geoscience
programs. uranium-thorium-series, rubldium-
strontium. uranium-thorium-lead, samarium-
neodymlum, titanium-, magnesium isotopes

Projected Use cost (M$)

Gas-filled magnet for AMS AMS studies 0.10

Laser ablation and electrochemical ICPMS studies 0.10
sources for ICPMS

Gas source mass spectrometer Carbon. nitrcgen. Gxygen
sulfur. hydrogen isotopes 0.30

Total 0.50
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D. Los Alamos National Laboratory

Principleareas of investigation

Geochrormlogy of modern processes— age dating young (<1 Myr) carbor ites,
deep sea deposits, volcanic rcxks secondary minerals

Geochemist y of rare nuclides— studies of the production and geoct?emistry of ra.%
rar.iionuclides such as ~s~Pu, ~~Tc.~71”c.‘2S1,~He

Environmentalchemistryand physics — the use of isotopes to study the rek~t”
ond wansport of elements in near-surface environments

Atmospheric chemis?ryand physics — use of anthropogenic and natural is~tones
study atmospheric mass transport znd chemical processes

Groundwater studies — ~a!~nggroundw~ters,groulldwater mixing, tracer studies,

uranium-exploration, sources o! salinity and hydrocarbons

Reaction kinetics and biologic cycling — isotope tracer studies of the rates of
chemical reactions and elemental cycles in biologic systems

Geomorphology— studies of weathering and erosion rates and processes

Nuclear explosion phenomenology— use of stable and long-lived nuclides to
characterize the physics of underground nuclear explosions

Analytical methods development— new methods for element isG!ation,
design/construction of new instruments to measure isotope abundances

Isotope separation facility — production of isotonically enriched substances

Currentstaffing— Los Alamos National Laboratory currently ha~ 10 FTEs and 10 support staff working in
the production of isotopes, measurement of isotopic compositions, and applications to scientific and
technical research. Of the 4 FTEs and 1 support staff s~pported by nondefense related programs,
2 FTEs and 0.5 support staff are working on basic research in isotope geochemistry programs.

Anticipated FTE requirements— The Los Alamos group projects no growth over the next dec~+e.
Anticipated needs emphasize a shift of support for existing staff within the DOE as the use of the
capabilities shifts from the missicn of one DOE officeto thatof another,Total funding requirement
for full staffing (1OFTEs and 10 support staff) will remain at $3.00M/yr in FY1990 dollars.



Staffing for Los Alamos National Laboratory

L Additional Total Anticipated Cost per Tctal Cost
Current Needed FY2000 Individual (K$) (FY1990 $)-

F (_Es 10 10 200 2fvl$
Staff 10 10 100 1M$

Total 3M$

Los Alamos National Laboratory Equipment

Current Principal Uses

Thermal ionization mass spectrometers Sensitive/precise measurements of actinides
(5 multiple stage, 3 single stage) (uranium, plutonium. curium, neptunium);

other elements (neodymium, lead, strontium,
ruthenium); uranium/thcrium-series;
inslrumemt development

Gas source I lass spectrometer Silicon isotope abundances

Mattauch-Herzog mass spectrometer Noble gases, instrument development

Laser-based mass spectrometry R&D in laser-based techniques for ionization
and detection

Needed by FY2000 Cost (M$)

Los Alamos capital costs projections are based on the
replacement of current equipment at a rate of 1OO/o/yr

Total 10.0

13



E. Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Principalareas of investigation

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Surface and subsurface hydrology— isotopic compositions ot natural or introduced
radioactive and stable elements in shallow groundwaters

Environmental transport — migration of contaminants and natural components in
shallow groundwater systems

Biogeochemical cycles — tracing the sources and sinks of natural and anthropogenic
materials in terrestrial, marine, and freshwater environments

Paleo-environments— isotopic indicators of paleo-climate as recorded in fossil soils

Water/rock interaction — experimental and modeling studies of isotopic exchange
equilibria and kinetics in mineral?fluid systems

Active geothermal systems — relationship between fluid flaw, aIteration, and the
duration of hydrothermal activity

Fluids and faulting — generation and migration of hydrocarbon-bearing fluids a!ong
thrust faults, evolution of secondary porosity

Current staffing - Oak Ridge National Laboratory presently has 4 FTEs funded by the Office of Health
and Environmental Research, the Environmental Protection Agency. and the Nationat Science
Foundation and 2 FTEs funded through the Office of Basic Energy Science at DOE—all of whom perform
basic research in isotope geochemistry.

Anticipated ITE requirements— Needs for program growth over the next decade are 6 additional
FTES ($200 K/yr/FTE) and redirection of 4 FTEs now funded from non-DOE sources. Total funding
requirement for full stafiing (1O FTEs) will be $2.00M/yr (FYI 990 dollars).

Staffing for Oak Ridge National Laboratory

I Additional Total Anticipated Cost per Total Cost
Current Needed FY2000 Individual (K$) (FY1990 $)

1 FTEs

I
4 6 10 200 2M$

Total 2M$

14



I
Oak Ridge National Laboratory Equipment

Current PrincipalUses
—. - ——

Thermtil lot IILAIOII mass spectrometer Uranium, lead, neodymium, strontium, hafruum
calcium isotope ratio measurements

I
Gas source mass spectrometers (2) Isotope ratio measurements on carbon, nitrogen, ~

oxygen, sulfur, and hydrogen

A!pha.beta.gamma spectrometers (6) Uranium-series, cosmogonic isotope tracers

Ion microprobe facility Isotopic and elemen!al microanalysis of geologic
samples

Inductively coupled plasma mass Spatially resolved trace element and isotopic
spectrometer with laser ablation analysis of solids

Resonance ionization mass Spatially resolved part-per-trillion trace element,
spectrometers (6) rare isotope, rare earth element analysis

Needed by FY2000 Projected Use Cost (M$)

Gas source mass spectrometer Oxygen, hydrogen isotopes in waters 0.25

Gas source mass spectrometer Deuterium/hydrogen measurements 0.25

Total 0.50

15



F. Pe:ific Northwest Laboratories

Princic)al e.-sasof investigation

● Grounawater studies — groundwater ages, travel IImes, and flow regimes; inferred
geochemistry of source regions: microbial resperatlon

o Hydrothermalsystems— ti,ming of secondary mineral formation; solute rela;dalion:
Identl+lcatlon of mixing zones: transpor! modeling

● Envlronmenta[a~tinide chemistry-– speciation and behavior of natural and

an[hropogenic actinides in surface walers and shallow groundwaters; role of colloids

Current staffing -– Pactftc Northwest Laboratories presently has 2 FTEs performing basic research in
lsc,tope geochemistry

Anticipated FrE requirements— Needs for program growth over the next decade at Pacific Northwest
Laboratories are 3 additional FTEs ($200 WyrlFTE). Totai ?unding requirements for full staffing (5 FTEs)
WIi; w 5 1,00i’Ayr ([n FYI 990 dollars).

Staffing for Pacific Northwest Laboratories

Additional Total Anticipa!?d Cost per Total Cost
Current Needed FY2f)O0 Individual (K$) (FY1990 $)

FTEs 2 3 5 200 1M$

Total IM$

. .
‘.

—. — —



Pacific Northwest LaboratoriesEquipment

Cur7ent Principal Uses

Ttlermal ionization mass isotope measurements on actinide and fission
spectrometers G) and fission products

Alpha-beta-gamma spectrometers Uranium- and thorium-decay series studies,
groundwater monitoring. nuclear waste

Double resonance Ionization Measuremerus of very rare isotqpes
mass spectrometry

Induc[wely coupled plasma mass Trace element geocnemiswy of fluids, spatially
spt?c!rome!t?r wl!h laser ablation resolved analysis of soitds

Needed by FY2000 Cost (M$)

Pacific Northwest Laboratories expect: to replace
obsolete instrumf?ntation ctier the next 10 yr

Total 3.5



G. Sandia National Laboratories

Principalareas of investigation

e Fluid sources in evaporates— identification of fluid sources and watei/rock ratios in
grol Indwater systems associated with evaporates

● Hydrothermal alteration — degree of recrys?allizaticm of host carbonate rocks in
response to groundwater movement

● Radiocarbondating models — determitlation 01the carbon-isotope composition of
host carbonate for use In radiocarbon .dating models for groundwater

● Groundwater investigations— rechargephenomena in unsaturated zones, relations
O! groundwater systems to paleoclimate changes

Current staffing — Sandia National Laboratories presently has 1 FTE performing basic research in
Isotope oeochemlstry.

Anticipated FTE requirements— Sandia National Laboratories requires 2 additional FTEs

(S200Kv FTE)for program growthover thenext decade.Total funding requirement for full permanent
staffing (3 FTES,) will be S0.60M~yr (in FY1990 dollars).

‘“-Staffing for Sandia National Laboratories

Additional Total Anticipated Cost per Total Cost
Current Needed FY2000 Individual (K$) (FY1990 $)

—..

FTEs 1 2 3 200 600K$

Total 0.6M$



Sandia National LaboratoriesEquipment

Current PrincipalUses

Gas source mass spectrometer isotope measurem~:lts on carbon, nitrogen,
oxygen, sulfur, and hydrogen from geologic
samples

Needed by FY2000 Projected Use Cost (M$)

Gas source mass spectrometer Past climates, hydiogeology 0.30

Laboratory equipment Past c!imates, hydrogeology 0.20

Total 0.50
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APPENDIX
COMMl17EE ON ISOTOPEGEOCHEMIST IN THE DOE

Dr. Dawd R. Cole
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Bldg. 4500 South. Room S-207
Oak Ridge. TN 37831

Dr. 13awdi3. Curhs
Los Alam~s Nationa! Laboratory
INC-7. Mail Stop J514
Los Alamos. NM 87545

@r.Donald J. DePaolo
Berkeley Cente, ior Isotope Geochemistry
Departmentof Geology and Geophysics
Umverslty of Califorrlia
Eerkeley. CA 94720

Dr. Terry M. Gerlach
Division 6233
Sandia Nationa! Laboratories
Albuquerque, NM 87185

Dr. J. C. Laul
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
MS P808
Batelle Memorial Institute
PO Box 999
Ric~lana. WA 99352

Dr. Henry Shaw
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
L-204, PO BOX 808
Livermore, CA 9455o

Dt. Brian M. Smith
E3erkeky Center for Isotope Geoch~mistry
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
MS 70A-3363
1 Cyclotron Road
Berkeley, CA 94720

Dr. Neil C. Sturchio
Argonne National Laboratory
CMT-205
Argonne. IL 60439
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